Abstract: The self-organizing map (SOM) can be used for process condition monitoring. It defines a nonlinear projection from a high dimensional space on a typically 2D space where different process conditions are mapped into different regions. This projection is obtained on an unsupervised data-driven basis and requires a further interpretation stage to define the 2D regions corresponding to different conditions. This paper presents three novel methods to use available prior knowledge of the process in the condition-region matching problem. The proposed approaches are tested on real data of vibrations and currents from a faulty asynchronous motor.
INTRODUCTION
Most industrial processes are complex in nature and usually yield large amounts of data coming from different sensors aimed to provide condition-significant data. Information is usually presented as unorganized raw data, as well as, maybe, some prior knowledge about the process behavior, from where the actual state of the process has to be determined. Most of the times, the problem does not rely on whether information is present but, more specifically, on how it can be used.
Visualization and dimension reduction techniques have received considerable attention in the literature in recent years for analysis of large sets of multidimensional data (Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Roweis and Saul, 2000; Mao and Jain, 1995) and particularly for supervision and condition monitoring of complex processes (Wilson and Irwin, 1999; Kohonen et al., 1996; Alhoniemi et al., 1999) .
The idea of this approach relies in obtaining a mapping from the process data space (also input space) onto a low dimensional visualization space (output space) where complex relationships among input variables can be easily represented and visualized while preserving information significant to a given problem. These methods typically extract the knowledge about the process from the information carried by the data and, in general, do not make any a priori assumption about the process nature. However, in most processes, extra information is often available in the form of rules (Patton and Lopez-Toribio, 1998; Isermann, 1998) , model equations based on physical laws (Gertler, 1988) , or simply as labeled data subsets which satisfy certain condition that should be reflected in the model. Of course, it would be desirable to integrate all this amount of prior knowledge in our model.
In next sections, some new approaches are suggested for this task. First, in section 2, the general framework for the application of the SOM in process condition monitoring is described, and the problem of interpretation of the SOM is posed. Sections 3 and 4 describe how to define meaningful regions in the visualization space from three different sources of knowledge: labeled data sets, process models and symbolic knowledge expressed by fuzzy rules. In section 5, the proposed approaches are tested on real data from a faulty asynchronous motor. Finally, in section 6, some concluding remarks and future work are suggested.
THE SELF-ORGANIZING MAP FOR PROCESS STATE PROJECTION
The self-organizing map (SOM) is a powerful method for complex process visualization and condition monitoring which allows to describe the evolution of the process condition by means of a nonlinear projection of the process measurement or feature vector on a low dimensional space suitable for graphical representation. It has been successfully used as a visualization method in the analysis and supervision of complex industrial processes (Kohonen et al., 1996; Alhoniemi et al., 1999) for its simplicity and effectiveness, as well as for its low computational burden.
After a training process, the SOM yields a set of K codebook vectors m i in the space of the process data (measures and/or features) which have a one-toone correspondence to the nodes g i of an ordered lattice defined in low dimensional (typically 2D) output space. The result is a "sheet" which adapts its shape to the process data -see fig. 1 (a)-hence building a model of the process in the input space. This correspondence between vectors in the input space and the nodes of a lattice allows to define a mapping or projection of a point x from the process data space on the visualization space as follows
This projection reduces the dimension of the data space spanned by process measurements or features down to a dimension (2D) which allows to display the process state in a graphical way while preserving information significant to the process condition. Different process conditions are represented by different regions in this plane, which can be labeled by appropriate methods. The condition monitoring problem, thus, is reduced to a matter of comparing in a graphical way the current position of the projected state with the labeled regions drawn in the visualization space.
A key question, however, is how to determine the different process conditions relative to each region in the visualization space, in order to be able to match the projection of the state vector with the actual status of the process during the exploitation stage of this technique on a real process. Several approaches have been described within the context of SOM based methods, such as the interneuron distance matrix (umatrix), analysis of the component planes (Kohonen et al., 1996; Alhoniemi et al., 1999) or, more recently, clustering of the SOM units (Vesanto and Alhoniemi, 2000) . The clustering techniques and umatrix allow to reveal the cluster structure of the input data showing the regions in the visualization space that correspond to the different clusters in the input space. The component planes, in turn, allow to label these regions using prior knowledge of the process in a rather simple way. However, these techniques can be insufficient to integrate all the information about the process that one might have at hand.
DATA BASED MAPS

Activation Maps
Information is often given in terms of a data set from which prior knowledge is available, typically as a labeled data subset L of the training data set T
where I L is an index set referring to the elements of T which belong to L. It would be desirable to determine the region in the visualization space that is activated by this data set. Such region can be obtained following the same competitive-cooperative principle which leads to the self-organizing map training algorithm
In each step, the best matching unit m c -the closest to x k -receives the highest dose of adaptation, while its topological neighbors in the lattice are adapted in a lesser extent. This "dose" or activation level is described by the neighborhood function h ci
which is a monotonically decreasing function of the distance to the winner unit in the 2D grid. In this way, neighbor units receive a similar training, resulting in a self-organized, ordered manifold, with a similar topology as the 2D grid, approximating the geometry of the data -see fig. 1 
(a).
The neighborhood function describes a local excitation pattern induced in the SOM grid by a given stimulus x k , and represents the activation level of neuron j when neuron i wins. The total activation level A i of neuron i induced by the labeled set L can be computed by adding the activation levels induced on i by all the stimuli from L, 
where K is the number of SOM units and ∑ K j 1 h i j is a normalizing term to account for the reduced neighborhood of units near the border.
The activation map associated to the labeled set L is defined by each node position g i in the rectangular grid of the visualization space, and the value of the activation level A i . Using grey or pseudocolor levels activation maps can be easily represented in a rectangular image in the visualization space.
MODEL BASED MAPS
In the previous section, a method to integrate some kind of knowledge which emanates from the data was presented. All prior knowledge used to define the regions in the visualization space was given in the form of labels that are associated to given data sets. Prior knowledge of the process, however, may also be available in terms of rules or equations which describe the process behavior. This knowledge can be used to obtain the regions in the visualization space as it will be shown henceforth.
Residuals Maps
Process behavior can often be modeled in terms of implicit functional relationships between the involved variables
where x i represent measurements and/or features of the process. Note that dynamical information can also be embedded in the previous static function if process features x i include derivatives or time delays.
Applying the model to the actual features of the process, m residuals can be obtained
Each residual ε k represents a measure of the discrepancy between the actual and expected behavior of the process according to model k. If model k represents a working condition C k , the residual ε k will take values near zero when this condition is present.
Residuals ε 1 ¥ ¥ ε m can be computed for the points m i of the SOM sheet -which are good representatives of the process data-,
The k-th residuals map is defined by each node position g i , and the value of the residual ε ki . Thus, k images can be obtained, using gray or pseudocolor levels, where regions with values of the residual ε k near zero represent conditions of the process which are well represented by the model k.
Fuzzy Inference Maps
A description of the process conditions can also be given in terms of fuzzy rules. In (Pedrycz and Card, 1992 ) the authors describe how a linguistic interpretation of the SOM can be done in terms of fuzzy rules.
This approach can be used to take advantage of symbolic knowledge about the process to generate automatically the regions in the visualization space corresponding to different process conditions. Suppose that some knowledge of the process is available in terms of fuzzy IF-THEN rules The previous set of i
1 from the process data space to p spaces of linguistic variables relative to conclusions about the process state.
Each mapping ϕ k can be directly applied to any vector from the process data space x £ ¡ 
The k-th fuzzy inference map is defined by each position g i in the lattice and the c ki relative to conclusion C k , using a grey or pseudocolor level in the visualization space.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed approaches were tested through an experiment carried out on a 4 kW, 2 pole-pair asynchronous motor -see fig. 2 . Two kind of faults were induced to the motor: an electrical fault consisting of a power supply unbalance, provoked by the inclusion of a variable resistance on a phase line and a mechanical fault provoked by the presence of an asymmetric mass on the axis. Both types of faults produce different vibration and current patterns. Five sensors were installed in the motor: three vibration accelerometers and two current sensors
Feature extraction was performed obtaining the harmonic content of these variables at 25Hz and 100Hz in the vibration accelerometers and at 50Hz in the currents. & 15 SOM was trained using the batch algorithm, with a gaussian neighborhood σ n monotonically decreasing from 7 to 1. To enhance representation, continuous interpolation techniques of the SOM proposed in (Díaz et al., 2001) were used.
Activation Maps. In fig. 3(a) activation maps are shown, obtained from four labeled data subsets taken from the motor working in the four operating conditions.
Residual Maps. A physical model describing the behavior of the energies at given frequencies of vibrations and currents is too difficult to obtain. Instead, to model the process behavior under three different conditions a modular ANN approach was used, involving three RBF networks in autoassociative configuration -see fig. 4 . Each RBF network has the following form
where, ψ j is a normalized set of basis functions,
where φ
are gaussian kernels centered at the training points x i , with kernel bandwidth σ £ 0" 5 chosen heuristically according validation error on a test set. The weights w i were obtained solving
using a regularized pseudoinverse least squares approach. Note the autoassociative character of eq. (14), where the process feature vectors x i are both inputs and targets to compute the RBF weights. The functional approximation learned by this type of model embodies the mutual relationships among the components of the process feature vector x under the working condition represented by the training set.
Three autoassociative models were trained respectively with process data under normal (model #1), mechanical asymmetry (model #2) and power supply unbalance (model #3) conditions. Each model giveŝ
where 
Each residuals map i was obtained as an image formed by pixels at positions g i with gray or color levels proportional to ε i figure 3 (b) residuals maps for the three models are shown. The value of the residuals for each model is shown in gray level where white corresponds to zero residual value. As seen, process models yield near zero residuals (white) in similar regions of the visualization space as those defined by the activation maps.
Fuzzy Maps. As mentioned above, some prior knowledge about the process can be available in terms of IF ax25 is high AND ax100 is high AND ay25 is high AND ay100 is high THEN PSAM is high IF ax25 is low AND ax100 is high AND ir50 is low THEN PS is high IF ax25 is high AND ax100 is low THEN AM is high IF ax25 is low AND ax100 is low AND ay25 is low AND ay100 is low THEN None is high Fig. 5 . Set of fuzzy rules used in the experiment. a linguistic description. For example, a power supply unbalance (PS) shows an increase in the 100 Hz harmonic content in the vibration pattern as well as a drastic drop in the current of the damaged phase. It is also known that the presence of an asymmetric mass (AM) causes a mechanical unbalance which increases the 25 Hz (1 & motor speed) power content of the vibration patterns. This knowledge is summarized in simple fuzzy rules, as shown in figure 5 , where membership functions were defined based on experience.
After defuzzyfication, these rules define four mappings ϕ k :
1 from the input space on spaces with crisp values of the four consequents None (no fault), PS (power supply unbalance), AM (asymmetric mass) and PSAM (PS and AM simultaneously). Applying the mappings ϕ k over the points m i of the SOM "sheet", fig. 3(c) was obtained, where dark spots show up the regions corresponding to the four conditions. It can also be seen that these regions coincide with those obtained through activation and residuals maps.
CONCLUSIONS
When using dimension reduction mappings -like the SOM-in the supervision of complex processes with many stable states and where large amounts of data of many dimensions have to be analyzed, the conditionregion matching problem may become nearly intractable. The approaches suggested in this work allow to take advantage of prior knowledge of the process available in different forms, allowing to define, in an automated way, regions with physical meaning in the visualization space. In the authors' opinion, these can be extremely powerful tools both for complex process data mining and exploration as well as for monitoring and supervision.
The proposed approaches were tested on real data corresponding to several faulty conditions of an induction motor to determine the corresponding regions in the projection space. It was shown that, from different sources of prior knowledge, similar regions arise in the visualization space.
Finally, the proposed techniques can be applied in a straightforward manner to any visualization methods based on a dimension reduction mapping -such as PCA, MDS methods, GTM, etc.-and provide a connection of these to a firmly established model-based condition monitoring theory as well as to the growing field of fuzzy process modelling, opening new ways for research.
